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Abstract

In a CANDU type nuclear reactor in which the^fuel Is
contained In pressure tubes, relative motion between
the fuel and Its pressure tube may cause fretting
damage. The normal method of ensuring that fretting
does not occur is to run endurance tests. Such
testing is done in out-reactor loops with approp-
riate hardware and hydraulic conditions. It is,
however, cumbersome to repeat a test for every
evolutionary design change.

The development of a model that would allow the
fuel designer to predict the occurrence of fretting
could materially reduce the amount of development
testing of a new fuel design. To achieve this, we
are working in several areas:
- to Identify and measure the phenomena that excite

fuel to vibrate, and to study their relation to
reactor design features,

- co predict the vibratory response of a fuel
assembly as a function of its design and envir-
onment , and

- to study the relationship between vibration and
fretting to determine when vibration results In
fretting.'

Fuel assemblies can be excited to vibrate by the
turbulence in the coolant boundary layer and by
structural vibrations. However, the vibrations
which have been found to cause fretting damage are
predominantly associated with specific velocity
distributions and gross hydraulic noise. The work
to measure noise, identify its sources and to deter-
mine its effects on fuel vibration is described.

Analytical vork vhich has led to models describing
the vibratory response of fuel strings is outlined
as are the experimental work and Instrumentation
techniques.

The most difficult barrier to achieving an overall
fretting model is to determine when a vibrating
fuel assembly will fret. The probability of fretting
increases with the energy dissipated in each metal-
to-metal contact, but we have been unable so far to
correlate wear rates with other variables such as
coolant conditions or nature of contact. As more
data become available, we hope to obtain a quanti-
tative correlation.

INTRODUCTION

CANDU3 power reactors are characterized by their
use of pressure tubes which contain the flowing
coolant and the fuel. In these reactors relative
motion between the fuel and pressure tube may cause
fretting damage to the fuel or pressure-tube walls.

Short, discrete fuel bundles are unique to the
CANDU system. These bundles are 495 mm long x 103
mm diameter circular clusters of between 18 and 37
Individual elements (or pencils) held together by
end plates1»2'3, as show» in Figure 1. The 1 to
1.25 mm spacing between each element is maintained
by small, brazed spacers, while bearing pads on the
outer elements maintain spacing between them and
the pressure tube. Most CANDU reactors are of the
PHWb type, in which the pressure tubes are horiz-
ontal, and contain nine to thirteen randomly orien-
ted bundles which rest on the bottom of the tube.
A variant in the CANDU reactor family, the CANDU-
BLWC, has vertical pressure tubes each containing
ten aligned fuel bundles assembled onto a central
support tube (CST), see Figuie 1, to form a vertic-
ally supported, fuel string assembly. The only
structural material in a CANDU fuel bundle or pres-
sure tube is a zirconium alloy.

Fretting can occur between elements within a
fuel bundle, or between outer elements of a bundle
and the pressure tube. Because the in-reactor life
of a bundle is relatively short ("̂2 years) a small
amount of inter-element fretting is nor a major
concern. However, fretting damage to the pressure
tubes is undesirable as they form part of the pres-
sure-containment system of the reactor and are nor-
mally expected to have a life equal to that of the
reactor system itself.

Fretting is avoided in CANDU reactors by avoid-
ing situations which have led to fretting in out-
rcactor endurance tests. These endurance or proof
tests, normally done with representative fuel-
channel geometries and appropriate hydraulic
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CANDU - Canadian Deuterium Natural Uranium Reactor
CAKDU-PHW - Pressurized Heavy Water Cooled CANDU
(NPD, Douglas Point, Pickei.<rg, and Bruce reactors.)
CAKDU-BLW - Boiling Light Water Cooled CANDU
(Gentllly-1 is the only example of this type of
reactor.)
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Figure 1. Typical CANDU Reactor Fuel Bundles

condltlonst are essential if we are to provide the
kind of assurance required by a customer for a given
reactor. As a development tool they are cumbersome
M each change In fuel design, fuel-channel design,
or la flow condition requires a new endurance test -
often for the anticipated life of the fuel.

The power extracted from a fuel bundle has risen
In successive reactors of the CANDU type, see Figure
2. This Increase is likely to continue in the
future, and will mean higher coolant velocities and

' Increased boiling from the same size of fuel bundle.
These and other reactor design changes require the
fuel to be designed for a variety of conditions.
Car.ada's accelerating nuclear program will make it
difficult to accommodate these changes on a purely
empirical basis, and so a need has been identified
for a model which will allow the engineer to design
the fuel to avoid fretting. This may greatly reduce
the required amount of testing.
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Figure 2. Bundle Power versus Year of Design

To derive such a model or design tool, we are
working In three main areas:
- to Identify and measure the phenomena that excite

fuel to vibrate, and to study their relation to
reactor design features,

- to predict the vibratory response of a fuel
assembly as a function of its design and

environment, and
- to study hew vibration and fretting are inter-
related to determine when vibration results in
fretting.

ENVIRONMENT

An extensive knowledge of the phenomena that
excite fuel to vibrate in power reactors is needed
so that out-reactor test conditions and the forcing
functions to use in analytical models can be speci-
fied. These phenomena are not as well defined as
we would like since we can't easily take measure-
ments in operating power reactors. The experiment-
al program Co define this environment, the subject
of a companion paper at this conference1*, includes
hydraulic noise measuremerts in reactors and its
simulation in out-reaccor loops.

For two reason», simple duplication of channel
geometry, coolant temperature, pressure and flow
in an out-reactor loop are not adequate. First we
expect the hydraulic noise levels in an out-reactor
loop to be generally higher than the corresponding
reactor due to *lar,;e differences in system volumes
and piping arrangements. Such differences have
been seen in the WR-1 reactor and the 1L1 loop14.
Second, out-reactor tests a~e normally adiabatic,
so that it is not possible co simulate fully the
vibratlonal behaviour of the fuel because its
rigidity changes when it is producing power. Nor
can the conditions in the coolant be precisely
simulated, because of the temperature and quality''
changes that take place due to heat generation by
the fuel in a reactor. These concerns are allayed
by noting that single-phase and two-phase out-reactor
tests have been found to be mere severe than reactor
conditions in both areas mentioned above, and that
fuel which passes such tests should be satisfactory
in an operating reactor. However, it is clearly
desireabl* to determine in-reactot hydraulic noise
and vibrational fuel behaviour before attempting
representative out-reacLor tests.

The following can cause relative vibratory
motion between the fuel and the pressure tube:
- locally generated turbulence including the

inherent boundary-layer pressure fluctuations
and wakes from, for example, the end plates of
the fuel bundles.

- far-field turbulence including flow and pressure
fluctuations due to pump rotor vanes, pipe
elbows and fuel-channel inlet hardware,

- external structural disturbances transmitted to"
the pressure tube and fuel via structural sup-
ports, and

- boiling, including the effects of nucleatlon
and of two-phase flow which enhance the locally
generated flow turbulence.

Experimental work in parallel flou in simple
geometries5 has indicated that the effect of locally
generated turbulence is much less than that of t'le
generally larger scale turbulence produced by external
sources. This is also evident from tests in fuel
channel assemblies at WNRE1* and elsewhere6. Figure
3, a cutaway of a fuel-channel inlet, shows the

d Quality is usually expressed as percentage steam
by weight in the coolant



complex hardware upstream of the fuel bundles.
This hardware can generate highly turbulent flow
which could excite the fuel, especially In the inlet
region.
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Figure 3. Cutaway Drawing of a Picketing Reactor
Fuel Channel Inlet.

Tests In a vertical channel In an out-reactor
loop show Imposed structural vibrations affect the
fuel less than the hydraulic conditions7. However,
early work in a horizontal channel shows some indic-
ation1* that the fuel is excited by the structural
vibrations of such a channel.

Although the PHW reactors should, by definition,
have coolant eruditions at saturation or below,
boiling occurs in the Bub-channels* of individual
bundles operating at high heat ratings near the
centres of these reactors. In early PHW reactors,
sub-channel boiling occurs without a net, exit L
steam quality. "Mora recent PHW reactors are
designed to have a net quality at the exit from
some channels, and there is Incentive to increase
this in the future. The effect of this boiling
nudeation on the tendency of the fuel elements
to vibrate is not well understood, and an exp-
erimental prograa is underway to investigate it.

The r-entllly-1 BLH reactor operates with inlet
subcoollng and an average exit quality from the
fuel channels of <x>16Z. Simulation of these ccn-
ditlons for out-reactor, prototype fuel tests
was very difficult because of the need to pass the
steam-water mixture through the entire length of
the fuel string assembly. Care had to bs exercised
to avoid the extreme noise levels that can occur
when steam and water are mixed. These teats on
vertical, BLH fuel strings showed a peak in excit-
ation at qualities of 14-162 steam.

EXCITATION

Inter-element fretting is caused by relative
motion between' Individual fuel elements vibrating
at their natural or resonant frequencies. Pressure-
tube fretting can be caused either by pressure-
tube motions, element vibration, vibration of fuel

The small flow areas within a fuel bundle usually
bounded by three or four neighbouring elements.

bundles 'eltho' separately or as part of a string
assembly) or by some combination of the three.
The natural frequency of an clement or a (vertical)
string assembly is a function of the design; typical
frequencies are 40-60 Hz for elements and 0.3-10 Hz
for a string of attached bundles. The motion of
individual horizontal bundles is less well defined,
but we believe that a flow exists above which some
movement takes place, some measurements having been
made at 20-40 Hzu.

In a horizontal reactor, fuel bundles are held
against the pressure tube bv gravity so that only
the upper elements which are not restrained by
cuntact with the pressure tube are free to move.
High flow rates cause high turbulence levels which
can promote bundle movement and hence pressure-tube
fretting, and therefore it is felt that pressure-
tube fretting in a horizontal reactor is linked
to the onset of bundle moement. Recent work also
suggests the bundles are excited by pressure-tube
vibrations'1.c In power reactors some pressure-tube
movement will occur, but we do not know if the
amplitudes are large enough to cause pressure-tube
fretting.

In a vertical reactor, the fuel is supported
In multi-bundle strings. Their mode of vibration
depends on a number of factors, including the
direction of coolant flow and whether the string
Is supported at the top or bottom. Excitations
caused by contacts between the free end of a fuel
strir.g and the pressure tube tend to travel along
the string and become the dominant motion of the
system8, whereas the relative motion between a
fuel string and a shaken pressure tube is dominated
by the imposed motion only at low flows7. At higher
flows, above a mean velocity through the bundles
oi about 9 m/s, the imposed excitation has a negli-
gible effect and the relative motion between the
tube and fuel string is increasingly determined by
flow-borne excitation.

Vibration Measurement Techniques

The common techniques for the measurement of vib-
ration, LVDTs i-ccelerometers- and strain gauges,
have been used, but magnetic velocity transducers
srd visual means are must useful in out-reactor
tests because of their low cost and simplicity.

Small magnets are embedded at either the mid-
point or end of a selected fuel element. The motion
of these magnets Is sensed outside the pressure
concainment by magnetic velocity transducers
whose output signal is proportional to velocity.
Element motion is taken from the signals from the
mid-point magnets, and bundle motion from the end
magnets. As this technique cannot be used in a
reactor, in-reactor measurements rely on strain
gauges attached to the elements. Visual techn-
iques are generally limited to low temperature and
pressure renditions which allow the use of acrylic
test sections. Direct measurements of displacement
are then possible without requiring special bundles.

Signals derived from both techniques are
processed to obtain conventional spectral and
probability density functions, and correlated with



measurements of noise.

In Reactor Vibration Measurements '

To investigate more thoroughly the assumed
differences in vibratory response of fuel when under
Isothermal conditions or when producing power, an in-
reactor experiment «as done in the U-l loop of the
KRU reactor*. This permitted fuel vibrations to be
monitored at a variety of coolant conditions and as
a function of power and power history. Fuel element
notions were measured by integral lead weldable
strain gauges attached to the elements; similar
gauges attached to the CST were used to monitor
fuel string movements. The most important result9

from this test was that we confirmed the natural
frequency (first bending mode) of the fuel element
increased with power. This is due to thermal exp-
ansion of the fuel within the sheach, which in turn
l^ads to a "stif fer element. Maximum vibration
amplitudes occurred in the quality range of 15-20S
s'•earn, which agreed with out-reactor adiabatic air-
water and steam-water tests.

Status of a Descriptive Model

The only ;'ogress we have made so far in estab-
lishing an analytical model has been in describing
the response of fuel assemblies to given excitations.
Much of the date derived from tests within AECL
during the 1960's were used to derive an analytical
expression for the vibratory response of fuel elements
to axial flow10'11. Gorman extended this work to
Investigate the effects of random boundary-layer
pressure fluctuations and two-phase flovi1^.

Recent work has extended the theory to the case
of cylinders in bundles, and includes gravitational
and pressurisation effects13. The effect of adjacent
cylinders In a bundle was considered by taking into
account the increased hydrodyn.mic mass, because of
the close spacing between cylinders, and also the
relationship between pressure drop and hydraulic
diameter. It was found that small flow velocities
damp free motions, but hydroelsstic instabilities
nay occur at higher flow velocities. The elements
are subject to buckling in their first or second
modes, but at higher flow velocities, coupled mode
flutter is shown to occur.

Note that the fuel elements used in CANDI*
reactor fuel bundles have sufficient flexural rig-
idity that the above instabilities will not occur
except ac flow velocities very much higher titan
normal operating conditions. Thus the model pre-
dicts that the effect of the steady, ^nifo-m mean
axial flow, under operating conditions, is ti
slightly damp free motions (so-called flow-
induced damping); at the same time, perturbations
in the mean flow, both in time and space, excite
vibration. Hence the vibration is the balance

f The U-l loop has Its fut 1 channel located in the
NRU research reactor, so that nuclear hear can
be produced in the fuel as it would in a power
reactor. The channel is vertical and can run
with pressurized water or various steam-water
mixtures.

of two opposing influences: excitation by flow
perturbations, and damplnfi by the mean flow, which
may be appreciably weakened by the close spacing
of elements in a bundle.

A simple fuel-string model, based on the same
theory13, considers the string as a continuous,
uniform cantilevcred cylinder, with a flexural
rigidity equivalent to that of the string and the
associated hydrodynamic mass suitably modified to
account, very approximately, for the Integrated
eifect of the hydrodynamic forces on individual
elements. This model shows that strings may buckle
in their first mode and flutter in their higher
modes; however, the behaviour of such systems depends
critically on the shape of the fres end, which defines
the boundary conditions at that point13. Also,
strings held at the downstream end are found to be
more stable than those held at the upstream end.

This codel is very approximate. A more real-
istic modeo. for fuel-string dynamics is currently
being developed, to take account of its discrete,
articulated character and other structural pecul-
iarities. Motions of individual bundles are con-
sidered, but not those of the individual elements.
This is reasonable, as the natural frequencies of
the elements are an order of magnitude greater than
those of the string. The string deforms by bending
of the central tube and by "parallelogramming" of
individual bundles. The hydrodynamic forces are
expressed as the sum of. all inviscid and viscous
forces on the individual elements, allowing'for
changes in fluid properties along the string. Grav-
ity forces are particularly important and are Inclu-
ded because they are of the same order of magnitude
as the Euler buckling load for the string (in the
absence of flow) due to the relatively low effective
rigidity of the string. This model is being form-
ulated in the Lagrangian framework and involves
twice as many generalized coordinates as the number
of bundles in the string.

The present position with respect to our
ultimate objective of a design model can be summar-
ized as one of essentially being able to describe
fuel-string response to a prescribed excitation .in
a vertical system but being unable to describe either
the exciting phenomena or the result of the fuel's
vibratlonal response. It is hoped to use this model
as the basis for a description of the response of
fuel bundles in horizontal channels, but this must
await further experimental measurements of the
manner in which such bundles move - is there a
string-like movement, or is the only movement that
of individual bundles?

INTERRELATION BETWEEN VIBRATION AMD FRETTING

There are several related problems to be solved
in this the most difficult area in which we are
trying to evolve a design model to describe fretting
in fuel assemblies. These can be grouped Into two
basic questions:

- does vibration exist, and if so with what energy
or amp]itude?

- are rhp vibrating parts contacting, and if so are
tne conditions conducive to fretting?



Fretting Experience in Horizontal Channels

Teats to look for fretting have been carried out
In many thousands of hours of testing for the various
designs of fuels for the CANDU reactors'1*'15. No
pressure-tube fretting has been encountered in our
operating horizontal reactors10. However, early
out-reactor testing of the original design of fuel
bundle for the Douglas Point reactor, in which the
Inter-element spacing was provided by wire wrapping
each element, showed that pressure-tube fretting
could occur near the channel inlet with some designs
of flow-metering orifice. With proper orifice
design, pressure-tube fretting was avoided, and
with the adoption of the split-spacer fuel bundle,
shown in Figure 1, the consequences of inter-element
fretting were substantially reduced17.

. Data show the rate of inter-element fretting
decreases exponentially with time. This is generally
attributed to three causes: -

- the Increase in clearances due to the fretting
hence a decrease in number and severity of
Impacts,

- a wearing away of surface asperities to provide
more intimate matching of contacting surfaces,
thereby increasing the effective contact area,
and

•possible collapse of the fuel sheathing onto the
fuel leading to mechanical interaction between
the UOj pellets and the sheath, and hence a stiffer
element1'.

Statistical methods of data analysis have developed1 "*
during this time, by which the maximum inter-element
fretting over the reactor life of the fuel may be
extrapolated with a high degree of confidence frou
tests of shorter duration.

Current design practice, based on out-reactor
tests which showed increased fretting with increased
flow, is to limit the coolant flow to an average
velocity of 9.6 m/s. To allow for operational
variations, proof testing is done at flous up to
115X of this. Note that variations within the
bundle from sub-channel to sub-channel may be of
the order of 30Z and that differences such as this
will have an effect on Individual element fretting.
With the Incentive to increase fuel bundle powers,
we wish to raise the 9.6 m/s limitation. The first
of a series of tests to do this was recently run in
a more advanced fuel-channel design. With the fuel
bundles aligned a flow of 1352 of the design limit
was used to look for the onset of significant
pressure-tube fretting, and no such fretting was
seen19.

Fretting Experience in Vertical Channels

Our fretting experiences from two vertical
reactors and a number of loops is complicated by
the different methods of string support, and by the
different coolants, all of which affect the fuel
string's vlbratlonal responses to the flow. It is
clear however that the distinction between inter-
element and pressure-tube fretting, which exists
in horizontal channels, does not apply in vertical
channels In which we have seen sporadic marking of
the pressure tubes.

Some inter-element and pressure-tube fretting
has been seen in the Centilly-1 reactor, at the
free end of the fuel string. However, more fretting
information in vertical reactors has been obtained
from the WR-1 organic-cooled test reactor. Since
it is operated at power reactor conditions as a
research facility in which the fuel channels and
fuel strings can be regularly and extensively
examined, this allows the overall effect on fuel
design features to be evaluated on a statistically
significant basis. Results to date have shown20

fretting is reduced as the coolant temperature
increases,

« deposits en the fuel enhance fretting as they
redistribute the coolanc flow within the bundle,

- the fit of fuel bundles on their central support
tube is an important factor in controlling
fretting in fuel strings.

Modelling the FrettinR Process

It is difficult to characterize fretting in a
way that can'be related to fuel vibrations as our
analytical derivation of fuel vibrations is valid
only tor the simple case where the motions are
unconstrained and unmodified by contact between the
vibrating parts. When contact occurs the character
of the vibration Is altered and it is no longer
possible to define the nature of subsequent contacts.

We are attempting to resolve this difficulty
by correlating the unconstrained vibrations of a
fuel element with the fretting rates when rhese
vibrations are modified by impacting, and a number
of rigs have been built to do this. In these a
cantilevered fuel element which is free to vibrate
Is fitted with a bearing pad, and this can be made
to contact and hence fret against a fixed piece
of pressure tube. A technique has been developed
for monitoring fretting as it is taking place21,
and we VTill be using it in this work. It is an
on-line method for correlating the fretting rate
with the electrical resistance between the fretting
zirconium alloy surfaces. The electrical resistance
measured during a contact is directly related to
the surface conditions, and previous tests have
allowed threshold values for.the onset of fretting
to be established. Simultaneously the charge
transfer rate is measured and from this we can
infer the instantaneous fretting rate directly.
This part of the work should allow us to derive
an empirically based correlation for the onset
of statistically significant fretting with calcul-
ated vibrations under given environmental cond-
itions .

In these rigs we will be able to determine
the sensitivity of the fretting process to
parameters such as coolant properties, material
properties, temperature gradients, and coolant
chemistry and velocity. It is important that
any correlation include the effects of these
other parameters. We know, for example, that
coolant properties affect the damping and hence
the energy of the impacts between the fuel
elements and the pressure tube, as «ell as the
'.rate of debris removal from the contacting area.
Although there is an interaction between all of
these effects any pndel must be able to distinguish



how the various parameters affect the fretting 5.

process itself.

CONCLUSIONS 6

Our program to obtain an overall model describing
vibration and fretting °£ f u e l designs for our
present and future reactors has identified two nain ?_
areas of uncertainty. More precise knowledge of
the hydraulic conditions that excite vibrations, and
a better understanding of the detailed irettins g_
process are required. Techniques co measure hydra-
ulic noise are known but need co be engineered into
reactor systems so that siuilar conditions can be
applied to out-reactor endurance tests. These data,
together with similar data being gathered from the
out-reactor tests themselves will help to better
define the forcing functions required as input
to our analytical models.

As reactors are designed for increased power
densities, designers will require higher flow
races or Increased boiling. The role that design
changes In fuel bundles and channels will have on
hydraulic conditions and vibrational behaviour
vill need to be continuously monitored. We would
like a better understanding of the modes oi bundle
movement that are important in horizontal channels,
the conditions that promote them, and how to restrict
them. We will also need to evaluate methods of
Uniting and controlling string motions in vertical
reactors. As a result, «e will be able to ensure
that our tests are as representative as possible,
and that there is an adequate technical depth to
support our analytical work.
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